Vale
soft seating

Product Information

Vale Sofa system is a collection of contemporary modular sofa units that can be combined to create dynamic layouts suitable for busy workspaces or public spaces. With Vale you have the option of a single seater or sofa, or a more expansive combination of linking units.
Vale

Standard Product Information

Frame: FSC plywood & FSC hardwood frame with glued & screwed joints.
Seat & Back: Elasticated sprung seat & back.
Foam: Vitafoam Reflex.
Legs: Die-cast aluminium polished finish as standard with Stone, RAL 9006 and black as an option.
Glides: Height adjustable glides in black.

N.B. Vale is a modular sofa system that when configured has a shared leg between adjacent units. Units that are part of a linked configuration do not come supplied with 4 legs each but the appropriate number for that configuration.

Please note that complementing tables are available